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Assembly Coordinator: Please Distribute, Post, and Announce!

The Dancing Warriors was founded by Skher Brown, a Young Audiences 
roster teaching-artist who has both performed and taught youth and adults 
for the past 15 years.  The four-performer ensemble features the African-
Brazilian martial art of Capoeira Angola, which weaves dance, fight, play, 
and acrobatics into a visual display of traditional world culture.  The 
Dancing Warriors provide a high-energy, storytelling experience that 
sparks students’ curiosity for world history and culture.  Its performers 
have traveled throughout Brazil to both learn and share this art form and 
have collectively performed for thousands of adults and children.  
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Program Description 
Explore how the dance-fight art 
form of Capoeira Angola journeyed 
across the Atlantic Ocean, from its 
origins in Central Africa to the 
shores of South America. Students 
will experience social studies 
through a visual folktale show of 
spins, kicks, flips, and live music. 
Audience participation features on-
stage movement workshop, 

handheld percussion instruments, call-and-response songs in Brazilian Portuguese, and interactive storytelling. 
This assembly is well-suited for expanding common core lessons on speaking and listening.  

Performance Scene Summary 

Capoeira Comes to Life:  We start with backs twisting, legs whipping, heads ducking, and hands walking on 
the ground as feet dance in the air. This is Capoeira Angola.  But is it a dance, fight, or game?  You decide! 

Winner Takes All: The young maiden Akosua looks on excitedly as two adolescent African warriors compete in 
the Ngolo dance challenge for her hand in marriage.   

A Display of African-Brazilian Percussion Instruments: Students are introduced to all of the musical 
instruments used in Capoeira and are taught how to clap along to the specific beat of the art form. 

Birth of the Berimbau: Meet Kwabena, a fabled African inventor who recounts the story of how he 
transformed a bow and arrow into a delightful musical instrument hundreds of years ago. 

Cameras Ready, Students Take the Stage: The audience is taught to sing along to traditional songs.  Several 
students are invited on stage to learn the movements and play the music of Capoeira Angola.  And for the finale, 
the students take center stage in the Capoeira circle of dance, game, music, song and theater. 
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*Please pass along the attached teacher 
program guide to all participating classrooms 
Setup Requirements 

•Performance space: at least 20 X 20 

•Students should be seated as close to the performance area as possible 

Artist arrival time 

At least 30 minutes before performance time 

Suggested Introductions 

“Ladies and Gentlemen, our performers 
want you to know that it’s okay to cheer 

them on during the show. It helps them get pumped up! Now, with no 
further delay, please give a warm welcome to the Dancing Warriors!” 

Inclement Weather 

DON’T WORRY! Artists will follow school closings and delays and will 
work with you to reschedule the performance if necessary. 

Young Audiences Contact Number 

410-837-7577 

Call 410-837-7577 and follow the prompts to be connected with a staff 
member on call for After Hours or Emergency. 
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Artist Bio 
Skher began studying Capoeira Angola more than 20 years ago 
under the tutelage of a renowned master from Salvador, Brazil. This 
traditional dance-fight art form led him to live in South America, 
learn Portuguese, and to literally “stand on his head.” He is one of 
only a small handful of American-born artists in the nation to 
receive the title of “Contra Mestre,” or provisional master within 
Capoeira Angola. As a teacher, he gains student trust as an 
authority figure that is committed to nurturing their character 
development. He has also served as an on-going teacher for Goucher 
College and Towson University.  Under Skher’s direction, 
the Dancing Warriors mesmerize audiences with Capoeira 

Angola’s acrobatic choreography which transports students across the Atlantic Ocean to learn about this unique 
culture, dance, and music, while addressing character development and bullying.   

Common Core Standard: 

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.CCRA.SL.2  Integrate and evaluate information presented in diverse media and formats, 
including visually, quantitatively, and orally. 

Maryland State Curriculum Standards For Fine Arts:   

Fine Arts Content Standards in DANCE 
2.0 Historical, Cultural, and Social Context:  Students will demonstrate an understanding of dance as an 
essential aspect of history and human experience. 
1. Demonstrate knowledge of the contexts of dances from a variety of cultures. 
a.  View dances from cultures related to general classroom studies and explain their purposes. 

Fine Arts Content Standards in Music 
2.0 Historical, Cultural, and Social Context:  Students will demonstrate an understanding of music as an 
essential aspect of history and human experience. 
1. Develop the ability to recognize music as a form of individual and cultural expression through experiencing 
music as both personal and societal expression. 
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Vocabulary 

Capoeira Angola:  
1. A martial arts tradition that began in Central Africa and was perfected in Brazil by enslaved descendants 

of Africa.  
2. Capoeira Angola is an African-Brazilian folk art that combines dance, play, music, theater, and martial 

arts into a unique experience. 

Rites of Passage: a series of special lessons, experiences and/or tests that prepare children for adulthood.  
Every society has some form of coming-of-age rites to introduce its youth to adulthood. 

Enslaved: a term that refers to the human condition of living under forced servitude.  “Enslaved” or “Enslaved 
African” is preferred to the de-humanizing term of “slave” or “African slave.”  The former speaks to the 
individual’s unjust human condition, while the latter defines the victimized by his or her victimization.  

List of Resources 

CAPOEIRA MUSIC 
CD Title: “Capoeira Angola from Salvador, Brazil.” Grupo de Capoeira Angola Pelourinho with Smithsonian 
Folkways. code SFW40465 

CD liner notes from “Capoeira Angola from Salvador, Brazil.”  
http://media.smithsonianfolkways.org/liner_notes/smithsonian_folkways/SFW40465.pdf 

ONLINE 
Search YouTube for videos and Google for images of “Capoeira Angola”  

ORAL TRADITION 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oral_tradition 

MAAFA 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maafa 

BOOK  
 2005. Learning Capoeira:  Lessons in Cunning from an Afro-Brazilian Art. New York: Oxford University Press. 
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Pre-Performance Activities 

Background information or concepts students should know about the topic in order to understand and appreciate 
the performance: 

Performance Etiquette 
In many African traditions, the audience is considered to be part of the performance.  While the dancers are 
performing, the audience is encouraged to sing, clap, cheer, interact, and enjoy along with the performers.  
However, when performers are speaking directly to the audience, talking and whispering are inappropriate and 
distracting to both audience members and to the performers. 

A Description of Capoeira Angola for Students 
CAPOEIRA ANGOLA is an African-Brazilian martial art that combines acrobatics, dance and fight 
movements, music, history and philosophy. Enslaved Africans brought the movements of Capoeira Angola to 
Brazil during the Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade, disguising the martial elements by adding music and singing. 
After the abolition of slavery, Capoeira Angola continued to grow as a tool for freedom and resisting injustice. 
Today, Capoeira Angola groups flourish across Brazil and around the world. 

Performance Highlights for Audience 

Pay attention to what the movements and interactions look like to you. When you return to your classroom you 
will be asked to come up with descriptive words and phrases that best express what you experienced.  

Notice how there are many different artistic elements that merge together to form this African-Brazilian art 
form? When you return to your classroom we will try and name them. 
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Post-Performance Activities  

• Attempt to mimic some of the basic dance movements seen in the performance 
• Search YouTube for videos and Google for images of “Capoeira Angola”  
• Who were the people who were forced into slavery in Brazil? What region of Africa were they from?  What 

were their lives like before enslavement? 
• What type work did enslaved Africans do in Brazil?  
• Do you feel what you saw today was a dance, a game, or a fight? Use one sentence to support your 

conclusion from what you observed. 

Discussion Questions 

Review how capoeira is like a language of questions and answers. In life, some of the most important or 
interesting questions are personal challenges to which we must respond.  What challenges have you had to 
respond to at school, home, sports, with friends, or in another life activity?  Turn to a partner and share a 
challenge question from your life. Share the answer you had for the situation. Then ask your partner to share a 
different way you could have responded.  Switch roles and do the same for your partner.  
  
Follow-up activity: Each pair will stand and face each other. Student #1 will create a movement that physically 
expresses his/her question. Then student #2 will respond using a movement that physically expresses the answer 
to the question. Repeat with student #2’s question and students #1’s answer. Be sure to maintain a safe area of 
personal space so as not to touch your partner as you move around. 

Review how the roots of capoeira arrived in Brazil from Africa. Discuss other examples and ways in which culture 
migrates. Can you think of other dances that came to North America from different cultures around the world? 
What about music that came from cultures outside of the United States? Can you name any international foods 
that we might eat here?  

Research art forms and traditions that originate from people of African descent.  How many of these African 
diaspora art expressions can students identify? How have these art forms and traditions affected you personally? 
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